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The three-body systems are studied according to the Boundary Conditions Method; the relevant
interactions are related to Fermi pseudopotentials. We obtain a relation between the spatial extension
of the three-body bound state, its energy, and the scattering lengths in the corresponding two-body
subsystems. The results are compared with the experimental data for the borromean nucleus 11 Li .

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the properties of the nuclei near the neutron drip line is a highly interesting topic in low
energy nuclear physics of the last years. The existence of a neutron halo, i.e. a large spatial extension of the
neutron density distribution, is an experimentally well established fact for some drip line nuclei [1-3]. The
borromean nuclei are loosely bound systems although the systems with one neutron removed are unbound
[3]; their structure does imply a three-body description, the conventional shell-model assumptions being
insufficient. The main problem is how to treat the residual neutron-neutron interaction, a perturbative
treatment being not able to produce a qualitative change of the spectrum; in other words, one cannot obtain a
discrete spectrum in a perturbative treatment if the unperturbed system has only a continuum spectrum.

The three-body systems can be described in the Fadeev picture [4-6] revealing the existence of a large
number of spatially extended bound states in the vicinity of the threshold of breakup into three particles
(Efimov effect) [7-11] provided the two-body forces are of a resonant nature.

As was pointed out by Fedorov  et al. [12,13], the Schrödinger picture is much simpler than the Fadeev
one but is unable to describe all the three two-body subsystems on an equal basis (the description of one
almost-bound two-body state, expressed in terms of another set of Jacobi coordinates, requires a large
number of angular momentum components). Nevertheless, we are interested in problems for which one
particle has a much larger mass than the other two (we have in mind two neutrons and a core larger
than Li9 ). In this case we have to treat two interacting particles (neutrons) within the core potential. This
special case of the three-body problem was studied in the Schrödinger picture by Migdal [14] without
obtaining spatially extended bound states.

On the other hand the Efimov effect was demonstrated in a model of two heavy particles and a light
one when the light-heavy interaction leads to zero-energy two-body bound state [15-17] (the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation was used).

As the resonant character of the light-light interaction is essential for the Efimov effect in a system of
two light and one heavy particle [8] and the Schrödinger picture is very transparent, the goal of the present
work is to describe the bound states of two interacting particles which are close to zero energy in the
presence of a core. For such loosely bound states one can take into account the presence of the core by its
scattering properties at zero energy, e.g. the particle-core scattering length for s-wave. In the same way the
particle-particle interaction will be described by the particle-particle scattering length. The neutron-neutron
scattering length is a=-18.5 fm [18] (compare with the neutron-proton singlet scattering length -23.7 fm
which corresponds to a ~ 0.07  MeV virtual state [19]).
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In a previous work [20] we used the hyperspherical coordinates (see e.g. [21]) to include in the angular
equation both the particle-core interaction and the particle-particle one in an approximate way appropriate
for the zero energy region.

    In the present work we will use the Boundary Conditions Method and a simple parametrization for
the wave function of the three body system and we obtain relations between the parameters of the borromean
bound state in the three-body system (energy and spatial extension) and the two-body scattering lengths.

2. ON CONTACT INTERACTIONS AND THEIR DESCRIPTION IN TERMS OF BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

    Let us consider a low energy level |E|=E 0−  in a potential well U, obeying
condition 0/0 →UE . It is well known, e.g. [22],  that the level's position in a potential well of magnitude U

and radius R, does depend on the product UR2 . In this respect the level's energy is not changed in the limit
U→ ∞ and 0→R , maintaining the condition constant=UR2 . This way one can study the level's
properties by means of contact singular potentials ( ∞→U , 0→R ). Such singular contact potential is
described by a point-like interaction, ( )rBδ ! , (Zero Range Potential Model). In the following we will relate
the study of a Contact Potential to a Boundary Condition Method; this method was developed mainly by
Soviet Scientists, e.g. [22-25].

Consider now the matching of the wave function inside potential well, ( )11 rΨ=χ to that of outside
potential, ( )22 rΨ=χ , ( )αr~χ −exp2 , at the radius R, ( ) α=|drχd R −/ln . As the level's energy does not
change in the above limit, ∞→U , 0→R , this procedure should not result into a modification of the above
boundary condition. The states in the deep potential well could be described in terms of logarithmic
derivative drχd /ln , calculated at origin, 0→R . The description in terms of the logarithmic derivative
appears to be a general property of Schrödinger equation.

The basic idea of Contact or Zero Range Potential Models is to replace the solution of the Schrödinger
equation inside the potential well by Boundary Conditions on the Wave Function at center of the potential
well

( ) ( ) 00/ =R=R |rΨα=|rΨdrd −

For a bound state ( )αr~rΨ=χ −exp , 2/2 hmE=α − , one obtains mα=E 2/22h− . For a
scattering state with energy mk=E 2/22h , the wave function is given by asymptotic
boundary condition,

( ) ( ) rikrf+rk=Ψ /expexp !!

The boundary condition does relate the scattering amplitude, f, to the α parameter,

( )ik+α=f /1−

One obtains that the negative of zero-energy scattering amplitude is related to logarithmic derivative

( ) α=f=a /10−

The quantity ( ) 0/ln/1 =− R|drχd=a  is called Scattering Length; for a bound state it is positive, a > 0, while
for a virtual state it is negative, a < 0. The boundary condition for both cases is 00 /1/ |aχ=|drdχ − .

The scattering amplitude, in Born Approximation, is the Fourier Transform of the interaction potential.
For a contact potential, ( ) ( )rBδ=rU ! , the scattering amplitude becomes

22/ hπmB=a=f −−
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resulting in a relation connecting the potential strength and scattering length, aB ~ .

The Schrödinger equation's Zero-Range Potential becomes now, ( ) ( )rπaδrmV=rU 3 !
"

! 4)(2
2 =  and it

is known as Fermi's Pseudopotential, [26]. The Fermi Pseudopotential is repulsive for a nuclear medium
described by a positive scattering length. The Fermi Pseudopotentaial is attractive for a nuclear medium with
a negative scattering length. In concrete terms a slow neutron is attracted by a virtual state, (a < 0), and it is
repelled by a bound state, (a > 0). These physical results were used in confining ultra-cold neutrons, e.g.
[26]. For an ultracold energy less than Fermi's Pseudopotential strength the neutrons are totally reflected by
material walls, provided neutron-material's nucleus interaction is given by a positive scattering length.

     This idea can be extrapolated to the case of a neutron outside a nuclear medium with a negative
scattering length. A neutron is attracted by a nucleus provided their (interaction) scattering length is negative,
i.e. the neutron and nucleus (core) do form a virtual state. However this (virtual) system's state is unstable
and could manifest itself only via a scattering process. Now consider that another neutron does approach this
(virtual state) system formed by the core-nucleus and initial neutron. The additional neutron and core-
nucleus is another virtual-state system. Also the two-neutrons system is a virtual state one because n-n
scattering length is negative. Let us approach this problem of Particle "Scattering" on two "Centers" (either
neutron "scattering" on system of core plus initial neutron, or the core-nucleus "scattering" on two neutrons
system), in terms of the Fermi Zero Range Potential Model, i.e. in terms of Boundary Conditions Method.

The Boundary Conditions Method was generalized, [27], to many centers scattering problems; one
introduces now, boundary conditions corresponding to every non-overlapping of centers. The Boundary
Condition Method describing the "scattering" of a neutron on a Core-nucleus (1) and another neutron (2), are

( ) ( )( ) 0111011 /1/ == − ρρ1 |Ψρa=|Ψρdρd

( ) ( )( ) 022202 /1/
2 == − ρ2 |Ψρa=|Ψρdρd ρ

where ii rr=ρ − , (i=1,2). In absence of second "scatterer" (well) the wave function outside the first

scatterer well is ( ) 11 /exp ραρC=Ψ 11 − , where α  it would have significance of 1 a1 . In a similar way,
outside the second well and in absence of the first one, the wave function would be

( ) 22 /exp ραρC=Ψ 22 − , now with 2/1 a~α  significance. If the both centers are present, then

( ) ( ) 21 /exp/exp ραρC+ραρC=Ψ 2211 −−

where α  has to be determined by procedures of the Boundary Conditions Method. By using this wave
function Ψ  in above Boundary Conditions Equations, one obtains a set of two equations for the constants
C1  and C2 ,

( ) ( ) 0/exp/1 211 =CRαR+Caα ⋅−⋅−

( ) ( ) 0/1/exp 221 =Caα+CRαR ⋅−⋅−

with |rr=|R 21
!! −  as a distance parameter for the two scattering centers. The solution of this set of two

equations implies the determinant condition

( )( ) ( ) 0/2exp/1/1 2
21 =RαRaαaα −−−−

The energies of the particle in the fields of two centers are ( ) mRα=E ii 2/22h− , where 1α and 2α are roots
of the above equation and m is particle (reduced) mass.

Now consider a near zero energy state, i.e. 0→α . In this case one obtains
( ) 222 2/2/1/2exp α+RαRRαR −≈− , ( 1<<|αR| ), and the equation becomes
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( ) ( ) 0/1/1/2/1/1 21
2

21
2 =aaR+αRa+a+α −−

resulting for

( ) ( ) ( ) Ra+aaa+a+a±Ra+a=α //1/14/4/1/1/2/1/12 2121
2

2121 −−−

Consider now a model case with 1 2| a |=| a |= a . If 1 02a = a = a >  then α  is complex for a > R. If

1 2 0a = a = a >− (or 1 02a = a = a >− ) the solution is a complex number too. The two repulsive potentials and

the one repulsive - one attractive potential result into no bound state solutions, (otherwise α  should be real).
In second case one obtains a virtual state of the additional particle, provided a > R,

ai±R=α //1

Consider now the case of two virtual states 1 2a = a = a− , (a > 0); one obtains two real solutions

( )R+aa±R+a=α /1/1/2/1/1

The first solution (+) should be rejected because it is not compatible with initial constraint, αR << 1.
The second solution (-) has to be accepted because always 1 2 / 0a R+ >> (the scattering length is much
larger than internuclear distances). It does correspond to a real negative energy 2 2 / 2iE = α m−" ; for the two
scatterers the total energy is 2 2 /iE = α m−" .

Now we have to recover  the initial meaning of the α  parameter (as 1/scattering length). The positive
α  does correspond to a bound state, in agreement with above evaluation of energy. Let us have a look on the
two other cases, a = R, a < R, in spite they contradict the initial constraint on a R. For a = R one obtains for
α a positive solution ( 4 / 4 /α= a = R ) and also a zero one, ( 0α= ), corresponding to a bound state and to a
zero-energy "scattering" state. For a < R one obtains for α  both positive and negative solutions
corresponding to a bound state and to a virtual one. However bound state solutions for a = R and a < R are
not compatible with initial constraint αR << 1 and must be disregarded.

    Let us remark that in this model case the initial transcendental equation may be written

( )αR
a
RR −±=+ expα

and the above equations can be considered as equations for x=α R. These equations have only one real
solution, x, which is positive when the intercenter  distance is small, R<a, and negative otherwise. In the
limit 0→R  the solution x satisfies the equation x=exp(-x) which has a numerical solution x=0.567.
Therefore, the parameter α behaves as 0.567/R for small separation distance, R (see also [16]). If the solution
is small, αR << 1, one obtains exp(-αR )≅ 1—αR  and the solution can be approximated by






 −=

a
RR 1

2
1α

which  results into x=αR=0.5 in the limit 0→R ; this approximation is only slightly different from the
numerical solution of the initial equation x=0.567 . This behaviour for small R  means a dipolar attractive
interaction between the two centers and this fact can cause, for sufficiently large mass of the centers, a
Thomas effect (the existence of states with arbitrary large binding energy). Nevertheless, the inclusion of the
term related to the finite interaction range of the interaction, reff  , in the boundary conditions modifies this
behaviour for small R and a Thomas effect will be not present anymore (this inclusion might
be expressed in the form

( ) ( )( ) 0
22

00 |)(/2/1/1/ === Ψ−− ρρρddr|ρΨa=|ρΨdρd effρρ
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In the previous approach the two centers were considered to be the two neutrons, (equal scattering lengths
core-neutrons); the internuclear distance R was that between the two neutrons. Perhaps it is questionable if R
could be treated as a parameter, because of neutron small masses. Another partition of the three-body system
is core-neutron plus the additional neutron; the two scattering lengths are that of neutron-core and neutron-
neutron. Now the internuclear distance R is that of neutron-core.

The evaluation of the energy, ( α/1 ), of the borromean nucleus needs internuclear distance R and the
two scattering lengths, a1 and a2 .  One can adopt also the inverse procedure,  to calculate the internuclear
distances  Rnn  (neutron-neutron) and RnC  (neutron-Core) if we know the energy and the two scattering
lengths. The neutron-neutron scattering length is 18.5nna = fm− , [18], and 9n Li−  scattering length (for
11 Li  borromean nucleus) is 20nCa < fm− , [28]. The 2n bound neutrons separation energy in
11 Li borromean nucleus is 0 300E = keV− ; the corresponding α  parameter is ( ) 1cm=α −120.5810exp .

For two neutrons scatterers one obtains, from the determinant equation, 6.7nnR = fm . For neutron-Core

nucleus as scatterers one obtains RnC 7 .9 fm . One can easily verify, in both cases, that 0.50.4 −≈αR ,
( ) 0.12/2 ≈!αR  and ( ) 0.013/3 ≈!αR and the neglecting of last or higher order terms is justified. In this
schematic model the two neutrons are basis corners and Core nucleus is top-corner of an isosceles triangle. A
physical conclusion is the two neutrons are located far-away from each other; they do not take form of a
dineutron.  Indeed, the deuteron 'radius' for both bound and virtual states is 2 - 2.5 fm, e.g. [22], while the n-n
distance in halo is ~6.7 fm. It is interesting to compare the above results for halo's radius to those reported in
literature, [31, 32]. The reported distance of Li9  Core to the mass center of the two neutrons is ~8 fm;

according to present calculations this value is fm=RR nnnC 7.154/22 − .

3. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained allow us to conclude that one can use the Fermi contact pseudopotentials
(Boundary Conditions Method) to describe the weakly bound states in a three-body system. This method
relates the properties of the two-body interactions to the properties of the three-body bound states: spatial
extension and energy. To illustrate the method we have compared our results with the data available for the
borromean nucleus 11 Li .

The method could be used for other borromean nuclei whose loosely bound neutrons are expected to be
in the s-state, like 14 Be . Moreover, the extension for studying of a neutron-core resonance in p-wave close
to zero energy is straightforward (this might be necessary for borromean nuclei in which the neutrons are
expected to be in a p-state, e.g.  6 He ).
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